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Name of building, site, or find: Spey Cottage

Where is it / was it from?

Record created November 2011

Stands within its own grounds on spey Avenue/Drumuillie Road, Boat of Garten

Grid Reference: 94351,18985, Elevation 218M

3. When does it date to?

It was built in the 193O's - specific date unknown

4. What is it? What was it used for?

It was an original railway house. ln 1940 Spey Cottage was owned by Mr. John (Jock) Milton, who
was the driver in charge of the engine shed and it was originally called Honeysuckle Cottage.
{lnformation provided by George Keir in his "Memories of The Boat from 19110.).

It was later owned by the Roxburgh's, by which time it was already used as a holiday home, and
then by the Murray's. lt was purchased in 1997 by the Bunrs who still own the property and let it
out as a holiday cottage during the summer months - it is closed up during winter because of the
costs of heating.

5. What does it look like? / What are its dimensions? (if known)

Original Sleeper House which has been rendered. Two storey building with front poreh, the full
height of the building is constructed from sleepers. The south-facing gable is partially covered by
corrugated tin cladding to provide additionalweather proofing.

The roof is covered with roofing felt cut into the shape of tiles. The current roof is a replacement
which was installed in around t994195; the original roof covering was Cedar shingles. There are
other examples of the use of roofing felt for the outer skin of the roof cover within the strath.

Original internal woodwork can be seen in the area of the front porch. The whole building is
timber'lined, with plasterboard installed on top of the timber. The walls were lined with danders
(cinders/clinker| from the engine shed to provide insulation {NB the owner was the driver in
charge ofthe engine shed!!|.

When the floor was replaced in the late 199(/s, it was discovered that the joists underneath were
tree trunks. Underneath the flooring the owners found an old cigarette packet - a legacy of some
previous workmen!

6. Why is it interesting andlor important?

Whereas there are several buildings within the village which have been buitt on sleepers, it is less
cornmon to find a house built entirely from sleepers, particularly one still in use.

7. What is its context?
ls it typical or unusual for the local area? Typical use of sleepers for construction, used by
poorer families who could not afford stone
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ls it typical or unusual for the Highlands? Typical for railway villages within the Highlands
ls it typical or unusual for Scotland? Not known

It is one of several sleeper houses identified in the area. ln addition to "true'sleeper houses,
there are a number of buildings where sleepers have been used as foundations, with a timber
frame constructed on top of them. There is a cluster of these on Spey Avenue, which is
immediately adjacent to the railway.

8. Where can people find further information about this site/buildingfind or similar ones (use back
of this sheet if necessary). At the least, refer to the HER number if there is one. References can
include books, articles, websites etc - but provide full details!

Detailed lnformation on construction of sleeper buitdings, and the source of the building material,
can be found in the book, " Railway Sleeper Buildings" by D. Kerr, published in 1986. This book
contains details of sleeper buildings in Kingussie and Newtonmore, but not in Boat of Garten.

9. lf possible supply a pisture or a sketch.

The south-facing gable is partially
covered by corrugated tin cladding
to provide additional weather
proofing.

The roof is covered with roofing
felt cut into the shape of tiles
(diamond shapes)

lnterior woodwork with stencilled
detail
Photo shows a ledge built in half
way up the staircase
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